Processing and expression of rat and human clotting factor-X-encoding cDNAs.
The cDNA encoding clotting factor X, which participates in the middle stage of the blood coagulation cascade was cloned from a rat liver cDNA library. Sequencing of the rat factor-X-encoding cDNA revealed that this vitamin-K-dependent protein has a dibasic Arg-Arg sequence at the propeptide cleavage site, as occurs in other vitamin-K-dependent proteins. Although the human and rat deduced amino acid sequences are remarkably similar (76% identical), they do significantly differ in that human factor-X contains a unique Thr-Arg sequence at the propeptide cleavage site [Fung et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 82 (1985) 3591-3595], where a dibasic sequence would normally be expected. This specific site is the recognition motif for the endoprotease, furin, which is located in the Golgi apparatus. Both rat and human cDNAs expressed in Cos-1 cells resulted in secretion of a mixture of single- and two-chain forms of factor X. The two-chain forms were devoid of the propeptide and were produced at similar rates by the transfected cells. The efficient processing of human factor X, when compared to rat factor X, may indicate that an additional protease(s), which recognizes the Thr-Arg motif, may be involved in proteolytic processing of the human enzyme.